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Changes in fashion

30s

80s

50s

70s

60s

“Fashion is about change and, for me, the philosophy is always the 
same – the clothes have to be really modern and make women look 
really beautiful. But, it's fun to keep changing and to change the 
silhouettes, to change the fabrics and to change the color...”
Calvin Klein



Patterns

Striped

Geometric

Flowered

CheckedDotted

Variety of materials
 traditional natural materials
 new fabrics based on man-made fibres
 plain or patterned design



Seasonal clothes
The way we dress is 
undisputely connected with the 
weather

In summer

 light and airy materials

 shotr-sleeved or sleeveless shirts, 
loose blouses, shorts, sandals, flip-flops

In winter
 we need something warm
 pullovers, polo necks, anoraks, coats, 
mittens, caps, boots

Swimming costume

“In winter I get up at night
and dress by yellow candle-light.
In summer quite the other way
I have to go to bed by day.“
Robert Louis Stevenson



Clothes for different occasions

Evening dress

Wedding dress

Leisure wear

Everyday clothes



School uniforms
To hide social and financial differences among 

children
To show, which school a student attends

Certain professions require 
wearing uniforms

To protect the body
To protect their own clothes from dirt
To differenciate the workers from others

Uniforms



Costumes

Costumes reflect the style of a past 
time. They aren´t seen very often -
in the theatre, on special occasions.

Scottish national costume 
– consists of a kilt, knee-lenght woolen socks, a cap 
and a sporran
– tartan - a kind of woolen cloth with stripes of 
various colors which cross at right angles so as to 
form a pattern

Folk costume
– it relates to a geographic area or a period 
of time in history, but it can also indicate 
social, marital, religious status

Chinese traditional 
costume



Hairstyle, make up, accessories

Special care   of clothes
A bun

Bleached hair

Dyed hair
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